
Product Comparison: Team Selection

Knowing which tool to use, and when, is a part of any craft. Understanding which version of the 
Birkman Method® to use in a specific team selection situation is no different.

In this document we are going to look at five possible Birkman-powered answers for Team Selection, and 
when to use each of them. (See page 2 for visuals.)

Birkman Signature: This is the gold standard in Selection, when you need to know how each person will 
interact with others, and the specific perspectives which they will bring to the table. Signature allows you 
to look at specific areas such as decision making, and check the balance of the proposed team between, 
say, speed into action versus depth of processing. This makes Signature the optimal solution for team 
selection when the stakes (success or failure) are significant.

Add DeepView™ to Signature to get a customised set of views, focusing on what specifically matters to 
this team and situation.

What about when you are simply trying to work out who to pick for a particular team; the fate of the 
company is not riding on this, but success is still important and - critically - the ongoing engagement and 
retention of the employees is a critical success metric? You have three options.

Snapshot+™ is the simplest one. You just get the data you need to identify who is going to be motivated 
by the assignment, plus an overview of how each will behave and communicate. Viewing this data for 
the group will ensure you are still getting diversity of perspective and thought. If you are actually hiring 
rather than selecting a team from existing employees, you also have the option not to give reports to 
unsuccessful applicants; although best practice is generally still to do so (you are giving them something 
of value to help them with their job search). Ask us for advice.

expresso™ is the best option when you are not only trying to select the right people for the team, but 
also want to equip them to work together more effectively. You can still perform all the same analysis 
of individuals and the team as a whole (and with a larger set of career data than in Snapshot+); but 
expresso comes with self-guided learning and development content baked in, for use either as individuals 
or for team learning. Note: expresso is not suitable for recruitment situations where you do not want 
candidates to see their results.

What about if the assignment is about hiring interns or current students for a placement? By definition, 
these are people who don’t have any significant workplace experience yet - but you still want to get the 
people who will flourish, and have the potential to become valuable future team members. hoozyu® is 
your best choice. Plug and play identical dataset to expresso, but with content specifically tailored to 
those still finding their way. Particularly if you are working with one or more educational institutions, you 
can fund hoozyu to be delivered in the context of the Insititution’s programmes, provided that it is clearly 
communicated beforehand that this will form part of your selection criteria for entering the intern cohort 
or placement programme.

And once again, adding DeepView to Snapshot+, expresso or hoozyu allows you to get those custom 
views of the data that matters to you.

On the following page you’ll find some visual samples of each of the products mentioned. To find out more 
visit elaura.com or contact us at corporate@elaura.com
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Your Grid
 Interest (What you want to achieve in life) 
Green: You like engaging enthusiascally with people. A good day
is one where you have sold someone on a beer way of doing
things.
 
 Usual (What you expect of yourself) 
Green: You probably take a prey people focussed approach to
things; you expect yourself to take account of how people are
doing, not just whether the task is geng done. Some people
may wish you were a lile less subjecve on occasion.
 
 Need (What you expect of others around you) 
Yellow: You need a consistent environment where you know
what to expect and to be allowed to focus without interrupon.
Your expectaon is that everyone should be on a level playing
field; you definitely don't want some people to get more
favourable treatment than others.
 
 Stress (Your unconscious, counterproducve reacons when your
needs are not met) 
Yellow: You may become passively resistant to necessary change;
get into 'fights to the end of the universe' over trivial issues when
too many surprises have been sprung on you; and become
naively unrealisc about the polical realies of situaons.

Your Interests

Social Service (82)
Persuasive (76)
Numerical (74)
Mechanical (66)
 Acvies above this line will movate you strongly
 Neutral zone, but do more of the higher scores here
Arsc (62)
Musical (44)
Clerical (42)
Scienfic (37)
Outdoor (35)
 Neutral zone, but do less of the lower scores here
 Acvies below this line can drain your baeries
Literary (24)

Your Focus

Blue - Creative, Design and Strategic Tasks

 You are most sasfied by the opportunity to innovate and
create new things, especially if that means thinking
strategically, working outside the box, and implemenng
elegant designs. Knowing that you have solved an old problem
in a new way or described a compelling vision of a beer
future is likely to give you a buzz.

Top 5 of 22 Career Families

Construcon & Extracon (82)
Management (81)
Community & Social Services (80)
Installaon, Maintenance, & Repair (77)
Producon (71)

Top 20 of 209 Career Titles

Biological & Agricultural Technicians (98)
General & Operaons Managers (94)
Electricians (93)
Public Relaons & Communicaon Managers (93)
Property Managers (91)
Freight, Stock, & Material Handlers (91)
Supervisors Of Housekeeping, Janitors, & Groundskeepers
(91)
Assemblers, Fiers, Finishers, & Calibrators (89)
Food Service Managers (89)
Medical & Health Services Managers (88)
Power, Gas, Chemical, & Waste Plant/System Operators
(88)
Computer & Informaon Systems Managers (87)
Engineering Managers (86)
Prinng/Prepress Operators & Bindery Workers (86)
Transportaon Mechanics & Technicians (85)
Supervisors Of Office & Administrave Support Workers
(84)
Electrical & Electronics Repairers (84)
Educaon Administrators (Postsecondary) (84)
Child Care Workers & Home/Personal Care Aides (84)
Employment, Recruitment, & Placement Specialists (84)

Summary Report for John Public (BX6396)





Signature Sample

DeepView Sample

Snapshot+ Sample

expresso Sample

Here’s some visuals to help you picture what 
you get with each of these products:

• Signature sample: Advanced Summary page 
which covers all the data available as part of 
Signature, except Career Families.

• DeepView sample: an example of one of the 
many forms of output available.

• Snapshot+ sample: 3 pages of the Snapshot+ 
report.

• expresso sample: printable Summary Report 
available from the platform (for hoozyu also)


